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Ever wondered what the missing link is between space
travel, 3D printing and artificial insemination? Answer: from
now on they will change the way you scent your skin
WORDS: FIONA EMBLETON
P H O T O G R A P H Y : D AV I D M A R Q U E Z

ot since our days spent
fumbling around with
Bunsen burners during
school chemistry
classes has science
been so appealing.
This season, fragrance
formulas are so extraordinarily high-tech,
they could almost rival a Nasa space
station. Scratch that, one scent actually uses
technology directly from Nasa, while another
has torn chapters from books of medical
research and another has delved into the
expanding world of 3D printing.
So it’s no longer all pressed flowers and
Sicilian lemon trees (though there is that, and
rightly so). This new breed of super-scents
has taken familiar fragrance notes then done
the unexpected with them, delving under
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stones previously unturned to explore the very
latest extraction and blending techniques that
modern science has to offer.
Determined to rewrite their olfactive
blueprint, these subversive florals and
woody blends play by their own rules. And
in doing so, their offbeat scents are harbingers
of fragrance innovations ahead. No longer
impacted by the often archaic methods of
extraction (layers of animal fat squeezed
between glass frames to distil tuberose for
instance), these are the perfume equivalents
of high-definition TV – crisper, purer and,
ultimately, more compelling for the wearer than
an episode of Sherlock. And they take their
mission – that you don’t waste another second
with an ill-advised, run-of-the-mill scent – very,
very seriously. Here’s our pick of the high-tech
scents you’ll want to keep re-spritzing.

BIONIC BLENDING
Eau de Parfum, £66 for 50ml, Miu Miu
Despite being one of perfumery’s most
time-honoured ingredients, the lily of the valley
doesn’t give up its smell readily. Often, perfume
trickery is used to create synthetic versions,
propped up by the freshness of jasmine and
rose. Miu Miu’s inaugural fragrance blends the
feminine with a dark, damp earthiness, giving
its lily of the valley some rebel edge. Using
a technique not unlike artificial insemination,
potent enzymes are inserted into patchouli oil,
transforming it over time into a woody, peppery
scent you might get when strolling through
a forest after a thunderstorm. An intoxicating
play of contrasts, the final blend feels
like a sleight of hand trick: you can’t
quite put your finger on its magic.
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P R I N T E D N AT U R E
Incense & Cedrat Cologne Intense, £110
for 100ml, Jo Malone; White Luminous
Gold, £58 for 50ml, Michael Kors
“How does that affect the ecosystem?” may
not be the first question that crosses your
mind when selecting a new scent, but
there’s no escaping the fact that fragrance
production scourges the earth of certain
resources. And encouragingly, brands are
taking note. Fears for the endangered
Boswelia sacra tree in Oman led Jo Malone
to apply ‘Nature Print’ technology for the first
time to its notes of Omani incense. Instead of
damaging the tree to obtain its fragrant sap,
now only small pieces of resin from the bark
are collected and placed inside a special
glass container. The scent molecules are
trapped in the air, then the smoky scent of
incense is reimagined from a cocktail of citrus,
woods and sweet resins. As it dances through
the exoticism of the Middle East, Incense
& Cedrat Cologne Intense develops into
a warm and comforting cashmere blanket,
worn close to the skin.
Similarly, perfumer Trudi Loren used Nature
Print technology to imitate the bergamot, ylang
ylang and pear ingredients in Michael Kors’
latest offering – a happy, sun-dappled floral,
like well-holidayed skin, and guaranteed to
have you pencilling in your next ocean-facing
trip. “Sometimes a flower or fruit yields very
little or no oil,” she explains. “The beauty of
this technology is that you can replicate the
smell of nature in its living, most vibrant state.”
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U N D E R WA T E R B L O O M S
Olympéa, £70 for 80ml, Paco Rabanne
While the larger-than-life sweet scent of
jasmine causes some of us to envision
sun-drenched landscapes, others find it more
cloying than a Barbara Cartland caper. So to
bring out the flower’s fresher side, perfumer
Loc Dong grew the flowers in water instead
of soil – a technique born out of Nasa
research into growing vegetation on Mars.
He discovered that “less soil brings out the
green, watery side of jasmine rather than the
creaminess we usually associate with this
flower, for a clearer, brighter result”. If you
were sitting on a beach at dusk, sipping
a glass of crisp pinot grigio the air would
smell like Olympéa; fresh and citrusy, topped
off with a salty vanilla, like a blast of sea spray.
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SKIN ON SKIN
J’Adore Touche de Parfum,
£70 for 20ml, Dior
While the utterance of sensuality is nothing
new in the world of fragrance – silk sheets
and bathrobes seem to be obligatory props
in ads – J’Adore Touche de Parfum signals
an intimate ritual of a different kind. By
meeting one of the greatest challenges
facing modern perfumers – to radically reduce
scent’s alcohol content (a traditional fixer
for perfume on the skin) in order to create
a purer blend – Dior has been able to ramp
up the concentration of unctuous oils. All this,
without losing the staying power of the
jasmine, tuberose and white flowers that
blend in the air then settle into a beautifully
cosseting scent on the skin. View it more as
a perfumed oil by massaging a few drops
onto pulse points – the neck, wrists and
even behind the knees – or underneath your
usual perfume to brighten the overall effect.
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SPHERES OF SCENT
Ever Bloom, £55 for 50ml, Shiseido
Perfume shopping can feel a little like a blind
date. At first you’re drawn to the attractive
packaging and all is well until a few hours
later when – God, you just can’t bear it any
longer. So, shunning the nasty surprises that
lurk at the end of the fragrance dry-down,
Shiseido has developed a scent (in stores
1 October) whose notes are revealed all at
once, in a circular form, rather than the usual
pyramid reveal of fresh top, floral middle and
deep base notes. Ultimately, the fragrance you
fall in love with at first spritz will remain ever
faithfully yours for the entire time it lingers
on your skin. This may sound like a subtle
technological shift, but its impact will be felt
far and wide. Here, the circular structure is
comprised of fresh cyclamen, lotus flower
and softly comforting musks for the olfactive
equivalent of a lazy day draped across a velvet
chaise longue.
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TIME FOR TEA
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Black Opium EDT, £52 for 50ml,
YSL Beauté
Mention tea and you’re more likely to think of
the brew in your favourite mug than the one in
your fragrance bottle. After all, we Brits drink
165 million cups of the stuff daily. But tea has
quickly become the Isabel Marant of the scent
world: louche, cool and just a little bit boyish.
Viewed as an alternative to citrus scents, tea is
made up of larger molecules than lemons or
grapefruit – which make a strong initial impact
then quickly evaporate – bringing a freshness
to the blend, but with greater longevity on the
skin. The particular crop in Black Opium EDT
is crisper still, thanks to CO2 extraction. Much
like a Nespresso machine uses high-pressure
extraction to release the aromas from ground
coffee, CO2 extraction squeezes the tea
leaves to obtain their fragrant juice. If you filled
the Tetley factory with fresh fruit and flowers,
it would embody this scent: jasmine
tea, orange blossom and pear warmed
with sweeter hints of black coffee.
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